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THE DIMENSION OF THE SET OF ALL FINITE SUBSETS 
OF THE CONTINUUM 
MARTIN GAVALEC, Kosice 
H. K o m m [1] proved t h a t the dimension of the set T?(M) of all subsets 
of a set M is card M. From the proof it can be easily seen t h a t the set P"(M) 
of all finite subsets of M and their complements has the same dimension. 
A question arises whether the dimension of the set ~P'(M) of all finite subsets 
of M is also equal t o card M. This question is answered negatively in this note. 
Let us denote by Pn(ilf) the set of all the subsets of M which have the car­
dinality less t h a n n. 
Theorem 1. Let m, n be infinite cardinals, m ^ n. // card M < 2 m , th< 
dim P n (J f ) < card P n(m)( 1 ). 
P r o o f . On the set m 2 of all functions from m to 2 we define a base b ft 
a topology t as follows: if m e Pn(nt) and if cp is a function from m t o 2, the. 
Uq, = { / e m 2 ; OJ g / } belongs to 6. If # e P n ( m 2 ) , then the complement — x 
of x i n m 2 is an open set in the topology t and denoting x = {uq, e b; Uq) 9= — x ) 
we have — x = U x. For u^sb we define fq)(x) = 0 if Uq> e x and/,y(#) = 1 
if uv $ x. Evidently /<? is a homomorphism of P
n ( m 2 ) into 2. If x' £ x, then 
—x' ^ —x, so there is Uq>eb such tha t Uq, c= —x, u^ c£ —x\ i . e . Uq>ex, 
Uq> $ x'. Therefore fq>{x') = 1 ^ /<p(#) = 0 and the system {/<?; wv G 6} realises 
the order in Pn(m2) in the sense of [2]. Evidently the cardinality of the realising 
system is the same as the cardinality of Pn(m), which completes the proof. 
1 Cardinal number m is supposed to be a determined set of power m. 
Theorem 2. / / No ^ card M < 2>?o, then dim P'(ilf) = So. 
P roof . I t follows from the mentioned Komm's theorem and from Theorem 1 
if we put n = m = No. 
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